
TRANSIENT ISCHEMIC ATTACK (TIA)
Colorado, Rocky Mountain National Park, Glacier Gorge
At 12:15 pm on August 5 , I (43) suffered a transient ischemic attack (TIA) four 
pitches up The Barb on Spearhead.

As I belayed Kelli’s (my climbing partner) lead of the fourth pitch I began to 
have strange sensations in my left leg. The small stance I was standing on was 
cramped, and I tried to shake things off without success. Gradually, over a 
period of about 15 minutes (and as Kelli completed the 40-meter pitch and 
arrived at the next belay) I lost the ab ility  to w eigh t the leg , and noticed my left 
hand going numb. As she put me on belay, I yelled up that I was having some 
troubles but would try to climb anyway. I cleaned the belay anchor and at
tempted to climb but could not move. At this point we decided to retreat. 
There was only one other party on the face, high on Syke’s Sickle, so our ef
forts would have to be unaided. I reset the anchors, and after a brief discussion 
we decided Kelli would down-climb the upper part of the pitch (runout face 
climbing, by the way) to within the 30-meter mark of the rope and set an 
anchor to lower off of and clean the pitch. By the time she reached me at the 
belay I was losing the ability to speak and could no longer keep my body posi
tioned upright. However I did not suffer any loss of consciousness or mental 
function.

Below us were a series of overhangs that would make a plumb line rappel 
retreat to the ground impossible with a single 60-meter rope. We were about 
25 meters above Middle Earth, a variable ledge system that crosses the entire 
face. I suggested the best way off would be to traverse Middle Earth to the 
route Syke’s Sickle where I knew rap anchors were. We set anchors and rappelled 
to the ledge (I was able to use my right hand to brake and just let the left side of 
my body bump and slide against the wall), and then Kelli led across the ledge 
system, placing gear where necessary so I could pull on it as I dragged myself 
to follow. We found anchors on Syke’s Sickle and after two more rappels were 
on the ground.

Kelli ran to some fellow climbers packing up to leave, and one of them 
began to run out to the trailhead for help while his partners came to my aid. 
Through a series of fantastic coincidences, Geoff Friefeld, a doctor friend of 
mine (albeit a breast cancer specialist) was at Black Lake and had a brand new 
set of walkie-talkies. His party started back to the trailhead as he immediately 
ran up to lend us assistance. Through a series of radio relays, word reached the



trailhead within 45 minutes, and a helicopter (already on its way up from Den
ver to assist a broken ankle victim on Longs Peak) was diverted to me. Geoff 
and one of the climbers assisted me down the talus to a small cairn where the 
helicopter could land. By the time it reached me my symptoms had mostly 
resolved. I was in the emergency room at Boulder Community Hospital by 
6:00 p.m.
Analysis
This was an unexpected major medical emergency in a relatively remote loca
tion, and therefore it is difficult to suggest preventive measures. A 10:00 a.m. 
start for this route is certainly later than recommended, but we felt confident 
we could complete the climb in a few hours. It was very fortunate that I did not 
lose consciousness during the incident. Once we decided we were capable of a 
self-rescue (indeed we had few options), the fact that we had only a single 60- 
meter rope significantly changed our options for retreat. Our self-rescue was 
aided by a thorough knowledge of the rock wall we were climbing on. It was 
critical knowing the location of the overhangs below that barred a straightfor
ward retreat, the location of anchors on the neighboring route Syke’s Sickle, 
and the high/low points of the talus cone below the wall. It was also important 
that we were both able to keep our cool and think clearly throughout a very 
scary situation.

I thank Kelli for helping to save my life. I have fully recovered and, some 
medical concerns aside, am now back to my old climbing ways. (Source: Steve 
Levin)


